
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Tues. 22 Nov. 2022 

 

Compiled Tues. 22 Nov. 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.‖ 

 

 

JFK Jr. Is Alive!!! 

Trump/Kennedy 2024 

 

―My fellow Americans, this is to announce that John Fitzgerald Kennedy Jr. is alive and 

going to be the Vice President of the United States.” 

  

...Donald J. Trump Sun. 20 Nov. 2022 7:50 pm EST 

 

 

Game Over 

Thanks for Playing 

…Donald J. Trump 

 

 

―Prayers of Thanksgiving‖ 

Each Day is a Gift From God 

 

November 20, 2022 - #4862 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

 

 

Judy Note:  

 

 Evidently on Sat. 19 Nov. Military Special Forces were activated across the Globe to 

finish Mass Arrests on 170,000 sealed indictments charging Global and Political Elites 

with Crimes Against Humanity, Treason and Sedition for trying to implement their New 

World Order Depopulation Agenda.  

 There were an estimated five billion vaccinated human beings walking around as 

ticking time bombs in this Covid-caused Holocaust. 

 By that same Saturday night 19 Nov. all remaining US troops had been withdrawn 

from Iraq, after which the new Iraqi Dinar rate was released – although MarkZ said on 

Mon. 21 Nov. that the new Dinar Rate wouldn’t be officially released for another 36 

hours.  

 The next day on Sun. 20 Nov. Trump announced that JFK Jr. was alive and would be 

his running mate for US Vice President in 2024.  

 On Tues. 22 Nov. Trump was set to make another big announcement. 

 On Wed. 23 Nov. the Supreme Court was supposed to rule on a 2020 Election Fraud 

Case – that could dissolve the Biden Administration and all of Congress. 

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/november-20-2022-4862-music-and-the-spoken-word.html


 The prior Thurs. 17 Nov. the BRICS Nations had activated the Quantum Financial 

System (in which 209 nations would base their individual gold/asset-backed currencies) – 

it was the Global Currency Reset.  

 The week prior to that on Thurs. 10 Nov. Bitcoin had declared bankruptcy after FTX 

Crypto Currency was caught in a criminal money laundering scheme the prior day on 

Wed. 9 Nov. 2022. 

 The next day Fri. 11 Nov. was the Opening Day for the banks Gold-backed assets 

according to the US Treasury. 

A. Global Currency Reset: 

 

 RV Highlights Wolverine Chat Room: On Sat. night 19 Nov. all remaining U.S. 

troops were withdrawn from Iraq. Also on that same Sat. 19 Nov. Dinar rates were 

released at $4.81 in country and $11.90 in the U.S. Iraq and Kuwait will share the Golden 

Dinar. 

 On Thurs.17 Nov. the BRICS Nations of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa 

portals were activated on the Quantum Financial System. That meant the US Dollar and 

UK Euro now had Zero value, but were being held up artificially on the Market so as to 

not cause chaos. …Charlie Ward 

 Sat. 19 Nov. MarkZ: ―My contacts expect a very busy week beginning early in the 

week.‖ 

 Thurs. 17 Nov. Bruce: ―Last Tues. 15 Nov. they began redemption of boxes of Zim 

Sheet Bonds in Zurich and Miami.‖ 

 A Private Banker said that his US Treasury Contact informed Bank of America that 

Gold and Gold-backed assets opening day was on Fri. 11 Nov. German and Yellow 

Dragon Bond liquidity would soon follow, with the redemption process beginning in 

Miami, Zurich and the Philippines this last week. 

 

B. Restored Republic: SGAnon & Truthstream: Trump Announcement Was Juuuge! 

Reflections | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 

 Trump Announcement on Tues. 22 Nov. could be about 2020 Election Fraud and could 

cause the Supreme Court to act on this Constitutional Crisis. There were two competing 

cases at the Supreme Court about the 2020 Election Fraud. 

 Trump could admit he is currently the Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces (as the 

last duly elected President of the US). 

 Q has told us that limited Martial Law was coming – likely only in urban areas. Tues. 22 

Nov. could be the kickoff for that phase. 

 Hillary Clinton died at 9:05 pm on Dec. 31 2018 at Camp Delta GITMO. Trump 

witnessed the execution. 

 If Hillary got into office 17 cities were targeted to be blown up with Dirty Nukes, with 

certain countries blamed. 

https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2022/11/sganon-truthstream-trump-announcement-was-juuuge-reflections-2535847.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2022/11/sganon-truthstream-trump-announcement-was-juuuge-reflections-2535847.html


 The California Wildfires were started by Boeing, which was covering for the Mossad. 

 On Jan. 17 2021 Trump activated the National Guard and sent them all over the world. 

 FTX was tied to the World Economic Forum and through the Crypto Currency 

Bankruptcy we were able to steal back the money. 

 Crypto Currencies will not go away, but will be repurposed.  

 In 2020 the Federal Reserve was integrated into the US Treasury. 

C. Timeline: 

 

 Wed. 9 Nov. 2022: FTX Crypto Currency Company caught in criminal money 

laundering scheme, with implications far larger than anyone can imagine. 

https://youtu.be/20BEJouWBgY  

 Thurs. 10 Nov. 2022: The next day Bitcoin went bankrupt. 

 Thurs. 10 Nov. 2022: First doctor executed under Nuremberg Trials 2.0 

 Fri. 11 Nov. 2022 Gold-backed Assets Opening Day for the Banks. 

 Tues. 15 Nov. 2022: Trump filed with the FEC to run for President of the United States, 

followed by a Ukraine missile strike into Poland – a False Flag by the Deep State to start 

a Nuclear War that was blamed on Russia. Trump worked with Putin to coordinate the 

investigation that avoided World War III. The missile was found to be a old Russian 

missile with Ukrainian markings that originated from a Ukrainian Soldier  and suspected 

ordered by the Deep State.  

 Wed. 16 Nov. 2022: FTX CEO was murdered. 

 On Thurs. 17 Nov. 2022 the BRICS Alliance (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South 

Africa) Portals were activated on the Quantum Financial System. 

 In the next three weeks (Thurs. 17 Nov. to Thurs. 7 Dec) 86 countries were set to be 

under Martial Law. …Charlie Ward 

 Fri. 18 Nov. 2022: 622 individual Military aircraft QN Transponders were in the air over 

the US including 44 Blackhawks, 22 Recon/ surveillance and 45 re-fuelers. 

 On Sat. 19 Nov. 2022 all remaining U.S. troops were withdrawn from Iraq, allowing the 

new Dinar rates to be released at $4.81 in-country and $11.90 International. 

 Sun. 20 Nov. Trump Resurrection Announcement: ―JFK is alive and going to be the 

Vice President of the US.‖ (20 November 1945 Commenced the Nuremberg Trials.) 

 Mon. 21 Nov. "The Film of the Century" Worldwide release of the documentary ―Died 

Suddenly‖ is Monday, November 21st. EXCLUSIVE EARLY release will be tonight on: 

https://greatawakening.world 

 Tues. 22 Nov. Trump to make an important announcement – suspected to be about 2020 

Election Fraud. 

 Wed. Nov. 23: Supreme Court to rule on 2020 Election Fraud, the decision of which 

could dissolve the Biden Administration and all of Congress. 

https://youtu.be/20BEJouWBgY
https://greatawakening.world/


 Fri. Dec. 2: Jim Jordan says they already have a DOJ witness coming to talk to them in 2 

weeks (December 2nd). It will be their first deposition into the politicization of the 

Justice Department. 

 Sat. 10 Dec: Arizona to have new election due to extensive fraud in the Mid-Terms. 

 

D. What We Think We Know as of Mon. 21 Nov. 2022: 

 

 The Alliance Special Military Forces around the world were on High Alert, ready for 

the ―Go Signal‖ to take down Deep State Elites charged in 170,000 indictments of 

Pedophilia, Espionage, Sedition and Treason. 

 ―Within the next three weeks, eighty-six countries will be under Martial Law‖ 

according to Dr. Charlie Ward, Head of the GCR Redemption Committee. Why? 

 For nearly two years an estimated 600 Jan. 6 Patriot Prisoners have languished in a 

DC prison without bail, have been denied medical care, and beaten by racist and hateful 

corrections officers. Why? Please help support  Chrestman's legal fees here. 

 The Nuremberg Trials 2.0 continued with Military Tribunals on those involved in 

Ukraine Bio Weapon Labs.  

 Evidence on Hunter Biden‘s Laptop has connected Joe Biden with Treasonous charges 

including international Child Sex Trafficking done in DUMB underground tunnel under 

Biden property in Ukraine. There has yet to be Mass Media coverage on the 

Congressional investigation of Biden. Why? Biden/Obama Tied to Child Sex Trafficking; 

Children, Bodies Rescued from US Bio-weapon Labs Under Biden Ukraine Property | 

Politics | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 On Wed. 23 Nov. the entire Biden Administration including Congress could be 

dissolved after the Supreme Court decision was released on Congress’ refusal to 

investigate massive voter fraud in the 2020 Election. 

 A Center for Disease Control Study has confirmed that the Covid-19 Vaccination 

increases risk of suffering Autoimmune Disease affecting the Heart by 13,200% - yet 

another story with serious implications for The People of the Planet that the Mass Media 

has neglected, or refused, to cover. Why? 

 The CIA and FBI have been behind the majority of False Flags and Terror Attacks 

across the Globe. Why? 

 US Inc. and Congress has spent 66 billion dollars of US Taxpayer dollars to incite 

Ukraine to war with Russia. Why? Could it have anything to do with Biden and his 

connection to personal deals with Ukrainian authorities, US Inc. Sponsored Ukraine Bio 

Weapon Labs and Child Sex Trafficking on his property in Ukraine? 

 Biden‘s Deep State Democratic Congress approved US Taxpayer monies go to 

Ukraine. The Deep State then printed more fiat US Dollars through their privately owned 

Federal Reserve and then converted it to Crypto Currency by investing in FTX. The FTX 

Crypto Currency was then funneled not to Ukraine, but to Democrats for the 2022 

https://www.givesendgo.com/J6dad
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/bidenobama-tied-to-child-sex-trafficking-children-bodies-rescued-from-us-bio-weapon-labs-under-biden-ukraine-property-3259928.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/bidenobama-tied-to-child-sex-trafficking-children-bodies-rescued-from-us-bio-weapon-labs-under-biden-ukraine-property-3259928.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2022/04/bidenobama-tied-to-child-sex-trafficking-children-bodies-rescued-from-us-bio-weapon-labs-under-biden-ukraine-property-3259928.html


Midterm Election. Right after the Election FTX took out Bankruptcy, leaving even more 

US Taxpayers who bought into FTX, plus those who were paid through FTX Crypto 

Currency, Holding the Bag. 

 The Global Currency Reset of 209 nation’s gold/asset-backed currencies including 

activation of the US Note that was now underway, cuts off funding for the Cabal. 

Globalists can't function without use of American worker taxes. 

 Republican leadership and a great many senators and congressmen work with the 

Democrats because they have a basic camaraderie, similar views and are funded by many 

of the same sources…until President Trump. We never knew we had anyone to fight for 

US until now. 

 Cloning, Synthetic People, Organic Robots, Twins and Body Doubles are real and 

used by both the Cabal and the Alliance in their Invisible War of Good vs. Evil. 

 Watergate Was Actually Pedogate. The Watergate break-in was about pedophile 

records that were being kept at the Democratic National Headquarters and information on 

the CIA’s involvement in Child Trafficking. The burglars sought something they 

nicknamed ―The Book‖ which listed names of Democrat and Republican politicians who 

accessed child prostitutes, their sexual proclivities, the amounts they paid to rape kids, 

and much more. 

 For the last two years the White House has been used as a Military Prison where 

many have been executed: https://rumble.com/v1mt2ak-white-house-used-for-almost-2-

years-as-military-prison-many-have-been-execu.html 

 Right after the fraudulent Mid-term Election Nancy Pelosi was arrested and flown to 

GITMO where she will face a Military Tribunal for her many crimes. 

 The Moderna CEO has been tried and hanged at GITMO for Crimes Against Humanity. 

 Fox News on Jan. 6 Prisoners: Chris Worrell, a cancer patient, was imprisoned for 

participating on January 6th. Chris was denied medical care in prison. His cancer 

progressed from Stage 1 to Stage 3. Chris’ fiancée, Trish Priller joined Tucker to discuss 

his experiences and what his status is now. ―Well, the DC gulag made a statement that 

these guys and women that are in the prison are political prisoners. So, they are all being 

treated that way. Their food is being poisoned, their recreation time is being taken away 

from them, they’re on solitary confinement, they’re just being denied all kinds of basic 

human rights…‖ 

E. The Real News for Mon. 21 Nov. 2022: 

 

 Jail the Biden Crime Family! https://rumble.com/v1wbd1m-jailthemall.html 

 CBS News, the American TV network that halted its Twitter activity for 2 days, had an 

independent review done of Hunter Biden’s laptop. They now conclude the laptop is real.  

 CBS correspondent Catherine Herridge reported that she received a copy of Hunter 

Biden’s hard drive from former Delaware computer repairman John Paul Mac Isaac, and 

https://rumble.com/v1mt2ak-white-house-used-for-almost-2-years-as-military-prison-many-have-been-execu.html
https://rumble.com/v1mt2ak-white-house-used-for-almost-2-years-as-military-prison-many-have-been-execu.html
https://rumble.com/v1wbd1m-jailthemall.html


that Minnesota computer scientists led by former Secret Service computer crimes expert 

Mark Lanterman said the files appeared legitimate. https://nypost.com/2022/11/21/cbs-

confirms-hunter-biden-laptop-is-real-769-days-after-post-broke-story/ 

 Rep Comer says Jim Jordan and the Judiciary Committee want to interview all 51 of 

the intelligence officials that signed the letter prior to the 2020 Election stating the Hunter 

Biden laptop was Russian disinformation. 

 Texas Gov. Greg Abbott Declares President Joe Biden ―In violation of the US 

Constitution‖ for Not Securing United States Border. 

 Biden Depraved, Perverted Family Exposed: 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/11/steve-bannon-fires-warning-shot-biden-

family-entire-depraved-perverted-family-exposed-american-people-video/ 

 Beck: "SHOCK: FBI agent LEAVES over agency’s handling of Jan. 6" [21:32 video 

(cc)] 

 Deep State Plan For Targeted Individual - T.I Is Someone That Has Been Selected By 

The Deep State Usually FBI, DHS, or CIA To Unwillingly Participate In An 

Experimental Government Torture Program - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 General Flynn discusses Communist infiltration in our government and the Uni-party's 

involvement with FTX: "This company that apparently took advantage of taxpayer 

dollars, billions of taxpayer dollars going into Ukraine, and then they worked the deal and 

they took some of that money, and they brought it right back into our election system 

here in this country.... and believe me a lot of that wealth is flowing into people's 

pockets." https://rumble.com/v1w9cx8-interview-with-michael-flynn-and-boone-cutler-

authors-of-introduction-to-5g.html 

 ―The CIA and FBI are behind most, if not all terrorism.‖…Ted Gunderson, former 

FBI Chief. 

 ―Most Terrorists are False Flag Terrorists, or are created by our own security 

services. In the United States, every single terrorist incident we have had, has been a 

false flag, or has been an informant pushed on by the FBI. ―…David Steele, Marine 

Intelligence Officer and former CIA officer 

 Twitter: Human trafficking communications on Twitter have been disrupted by Elon 

Musk. They cannot buy children for Adrenochrome Harvesting anymore. 

 Prisoners on their way to Military Tribunals? Update on Sun. 20 Nov. extra large 

Military Convoy driving from Tenn to Georgia, Mike: ―A friend of mine called earlier 

and said today on Interstate in TN, he and his family passed 45 Buses, windows blacked 

out, all bearing names of different transportation companies. They were headed toward 

Atlanta Georgia. All 45 buses were within a 40 mile stretch on the Interstate. Placed 

within the Convoy ever so often were Military Personnel in Hummers – I’m thinking they 

were escorts.‖ 

 Our Country has never seen a Weaponized ―Justice‖ Department and FBI like they 

are witnessing right now. They are doing everything they can, much of it unlawful, to 

https://nypost.com/2022/11/21/cbs-confirms-hunter-biden-laptop-is-real-769-days-after-post-broke-story/
https://nypost.com/2022/11/21/cbs-confirms-hunter-biden-laptop-is-real-769-days-after-post-broke-story/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/11/steve-bannon-fires-warning-shot-biden-family-entire-depraved-perverted-family-exposed-american-people-video/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/11/steve-bannon-fires-warning-shot-biden-family-entire-depraved-perverted-family-exposed-american-people-video/
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=211736
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=211736
https://amg-news.com/deep-state-plan-for-targeted-individual-ti-is-someone-that-has-been-selected-by-the-deep-state/
https://amg-news.com/deep-state-plan-for-targeted-individual-ti-is-someone-that-has-been-selected-by-the-deep-state/
https://amg-news.com/deep-state-plan-for-targeted-individual-ti-is-someone-that-has-been-selected-by-the-deep-state/
https://rumble.com/v1w9cx8-interview-with-michael-flynn-and-boone-cutler-authors-of-introduction-to-5g.html
https://rumble.com/v1w9cx8-interview-with-michael-flynn-and-boone-cutler-authors-of-introduction-to-5g.html


protect an incompetent and corrupt President, and his drug addicted criminal son. The 

system is Tainted and Rigged, just like our Elections are Tainted and Rigged, and just 

like our Border is for sale to the highest bidder, OPEN, and a disgrace to humanity. In the 

meantime, our Country is failing at a level never seen before!!! …Donald J. Trump 

 "State of Control" Documentary. The controlled society is increasingly becoming a 

reality. In this documentary "State of Control," international experts such as Edward 

Snoden, Arno Wellens, Catherine Austin Fitts express their serious concerns and 

criticisms. It compiles the range of facts and opinions, creating a shocking picture about 

the future of mankind. A crystal-clear narrative that can't be ignored. Premiering Tues. 

22 Nov. at 8 p.m.: www.stateofcontrol.nl   https://debunkproductions.com/ 

 Canada: The College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario sent out a letter to all 

doctors in Ontario suggesting that unvaccinated patients should be considered having a 

"mental problem" and should be put on psychiatric medication. 

 Facebook has announced that it will begin monitoring people's personal profiles and 

remove any links to religious or political beliefs. It is reported that Facebook is changing 

the information that users can post on their profile starting from December 1. 

https://techcrunch.com/2022/11/17/facebook-removing-profile-information-fields-

religious-political-views/ 

F. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring: 

 

 CIA Caught Covering Up Rampant Child Sex Crimes Inside Agency and NO ONE 

Has Gone to Jail: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=211776 

G. Global Fuel, Food and Goods Shortages: 

 

 SORCHA 11/19: "World Enters ―Period Of Perfect Storm‖ As America Nears 

―Economic Valley Of Death‖"  

 How Blackrock Investment Fund Triggered the Global Energy Crisis 

 A railroad strike scheduled to start Dec. 5 would impact approximately $2.8 billion in 

chemical cargo that is moved weekly, with a month-long strike resulting in an overall hit 

to the economy of $160 billion, or one percentage point of GDP, and rise in a key 

inflation index, the Producer Price Index, of 4%. Railroad strike, diesel fuel shortage, and 

the fall harvest stuck in the mud of the Mississippi. 

H. Election Fraud: 

 

 The Arizona Voting Machines Disaster in Maricopa County is Even Worse Than We 

Thought. https://elamerican.com/the-arizona-voting-machines-disaster-in-maricopa-

county-is-even-worse-than-we-thought/ 

 Arizona: Nothing to see here – various people stuffing the ballot box: 

https://twitter.com/Lauren3veMemes/status/1593057648584581120?s=19 

http://www.stateofcontrol.nl/
https://debunkproductions.com/
https://techcrunch.com/2022/11/17/facebook-removing-profile-information-fields-religious-political-views/
https://techcrunch.com/2022/11/17/facebook-removing-profile-information-fields-religious-political-views/
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=211776
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=211666
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=211666
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=211673
https://elamerican.com/the-arizona-voting-machines-disaster-in-maricopa-county-is-even-worse-than-we-thought/
https://elamerican.com/the-arizona-voting-machines-disaster-in-maricopa-county-is-even-worse-than-we-thought/
https://twitter.com/Lauren3veMemes/status/1593057648584581120?s=19


 Arizona: Second Arizona County Refuses to Certify Tainted 2022 Midterm Election: 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/11/breaking-second-arizona-county-refuses-

certify-tainted-2022-midterm-election/ 

I. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Vax/ Drug Hoax: 

 

 CDC Study confirms COVID Vaccination increases risk of suffering Autoimmune 

Disease affecting Heart by 13,200%: https://expose-news.com/2022/11/16/cdc-study-

covid-vaccine-autoimmune-heart-disease/ 

 A GENOCIDE Of Care: Hospitals MURDERING Patients For Money/ Power: Many 

Credible Reports (video) 

 Fort Bragg Lost over 80 soldiers from Vaccine: https://www.planet-

today.com/2022/03/fort-bragg-lost-over-80-soldiers-from.html 

 99% of All Covid Prior Infections Resulted in ‗Natural Immunity‘ That Lasted at 

Least 650 Days: https://dailynewsbreak.org/99-of-all-covid-prior-infections-resulted-in-

natural-immunity-that-lasted-at-least-650-days-2/ 

 "The Film of the Century" Worldwide release of the documentary ―Died Suddenly‖ 

is Monday, November 21st. EXCLUSIVE EARLY release will be tonight on: 

https://greatawakening.world 

 Military Lawsuit – 90 people dead in bunkers at Fort Bragg; Three Star General 

Dies; Pilots can‘t get through training program: 

https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/11/new-todd-callendar-military-lawsuit-

update-90-people-dead-in-bunkers-at-fort-bragg-3-star-general-falls-over-dead-pilots-

can-get-through-training-program-as-they-have-lost-cognitive-ability-peopl-

3784135.html 

 MRNA technology never made it past trials due to the phenomenon known as 

antibody dependent enhancement which killed lab ferrets. Now it’s killing humans in 

each country around the world. We must collectively face the truth. This was pre planned 

global genocide 

J. Ken and Barbie vs. the Goliath IRS Case Update: 

 

Patriots Ken and Barbie Cromar were hit by a 75 man SWAT Team, had their fully paid for 

home taken away and all their possessions thrown in dumpsters, including Ken’s expensive 

equipment he used to make a living – all AFTER they had proven in a Federal Tax Court that 

they owed no money to the IRS.  

 

Having experienced innumerable injustices throughout a five year battle in the Utah 

Courts, their case was now making it’s way to the US Supreme Court. If they succeed it will be 

a fantastic win of Freedom for all taxpayers.  

 

You can help them in a quest for justice while providing a great Liberty Education gift to your 

loved ones by buying Ken’s amazing documentaries “MIRACLES: In God We Trust” and “A 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/11/breaking-second-arizona-county-refuses-certify-tainted-2022-midterm-election/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/11/breaking-second-arizona-county-refuses-certify-tainted-2022-midterm-election/
https://expose-news.com/2022/11/16/cdc-study-covid-vaccine-autoimmune-heart-disease/
https://expose-news.com/2022/11/16/cdc-study-covid-vaccine-autoimmune-heart-disease/
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=211758
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=211758
https://www.planet-today.com/2022/03/fort-bragg-lost-over-80-soldiers-from.html
https://www.planet-today.com/2022/03/fort-bragg-lost-over-80-soldiers-from.html
https://dailynewsbreak.org/99-of-all-covid-prior-infections-resulted-in-natural-immunity-that-lasted-at-least-650-days-2/
https://dailynewsbreak.org/99-of-all-covid-prior-infections-resulted-in-natural-immunity-that-lasted-at-least-650-days-2/
https://greatawakening.world/
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/11/new-todd-callendar-military-lawsuit-update-90-people-dead-in-bunkers-at-fort-bragg-3-star-general-falls-over-dead-pilots-can-get-through-training-program-as-they-have-lost-cognitive-ability-peopl-3784135.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/11/new-todd-callendar-military-lawsuit-update-90-people-dead-in-bunkers-at-fort-bragg-3-star-general-falls-over-dead-pilots-can-get-through-training-program-as-they-have-lost-cognitive-ability-peopl-3784135.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/11/new-todd-callendar-military-lawsuit-update-90-people-dead-in-bunkers-at-fort-bragg-3-star-general-falls-over-dead-pilots-can-get-through-training-program-as-they-have-lost-cognitive-ability-peopl-3784135.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/11/new-todd-callendar-military-lawsuit-update-90-people-dead-in-bunkers-at-fort-bragg-3-star-general-falls-over-dead-pilots-can-get-through-training-program-as-they-have-lost-cognitive-ability-peopl-3784135.html


More Perfect Union" DVDs & Blu-rays. The Special Offer of $25 includes free shipping (good 

through 5 Dec. 2022 to insure arrival in time for your Christmas gifting). 

 

For those who donate more to help "Barbie & Ken‖ fight to take their case to the Supreme Court, 

they will also include a FREE pocket Constitution with each video.   

 

Also, in the spirit of Christmas, for those who cannot afford to donate - but are in need of 

MIRACLES themselves - a set of DVDs are being offered FREE for the asking!  This is a Merry 

Christmas! for our patriots friends at:  www.miraclesingodwetrust.com/ 

 

K. ―Died Suddenly‖ Documentary: DIED SUDDENLY: "This time, The Genocide Will Be 

Televised," Stew Peters Promises – Stew Peters  Home – Stew Peters 

 

 There are FIVE BILLION human beings walking around as ticking time bombs. Just 

waiting to die suddenly. ―This time, the genocide will be televised.‖ …Stew Peters 

 Healthy adults are dropping dead all across the globe. In the last 18 months, the term 

―Died Suddenly‖ has risen to the very top of ―most searched‖ Google terms. On 

November 21st, at 5:00 Eastern Standard Time, in what promises to be the 

documentary of a generation, Matthew Skow and Nicholas Stumphauzer at Stew 

Peters.com will deliver ―Died Suddenly.‖ 

 Common sense, hard working Americans — anxious to have an honest conversation 

about what we’re seeing play out in the real world — have been suppressed and silenced. 

―Died Suddenly‖ promises to end that suppression forced on us by the powers that be. 

The EPIC blood cost paid will come to be known as a Covid-Caused Holocaust. 

 Whether it‘s the actuaries, insurance companies, embalmers, OB-GYNs, veteran 

doctors and pathologists, or military flight surgeons, Americans who have witnessed 

this destruction will stand for it no longer. 

 After Died Suddenly, America will no longer ignore the alarming rates of people 

dying suddenly. Pro athletes in the prime of their careers, have been dropping dead in 

record numbers. Formerly rates of athletes collapsing or dying during their contests 

hovered around  5-10 per year. Last fiscal year the number of athletes collapsing or dying 

suddenly approached 1000. 

 Pilots and doctors in peak condition are stroking out. Over eighty Canadian doctors in 

the prime of their health have dropped dead. These are unbelievable numbers of young 

people in the prime of life. Healthy eighteen-year-olds. Vibrant, young adults in their 

twenties. 

 These fibrous white-colored blood clots are being taken out of the victims. The clots 

are the texture of calamari that embalmers have never seen before —  until last year. 

Consistently — over and over again — they’re seeing them. And the common 

denominator? The injection. 

http://www.miraclesingodwetrust.com/
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 The press wants to suppress this, the story of the century, because they’re owned by 

big pharmaceutical companies. Every show that anchors Mainstream Media’s 

Programming is brought to you by Pfizer or Moderna or some other head of the hydra. 

 Every single doctor in the United States has had his or her licensure threatened, 

whether implicitly or directly. 

 Virtually every politician being threatened by Epstein-style influence operations — 

and yes, that influence goes straight to the Oval Office by way of former Chief of Staff 

Mark Meadows. 

 We here at the Stew Peters Network are NOT bought and paid for. We are all about 

humanity, all about saving lives. We WILL break through the censors. We WILL wake 

up humanity and end this deadly operation. 

 One day historians will call this the genocide that wasn‘t televised. Well, now the 

post-Covid holocaust will be aired out for the world to see. This time, the Covid 

Genocide will be televised. And it MUST stop now. 

 Because now they‘re targeting our kids by adding dangerous, often deadly injection to 

childhood vaccine schedule for a ―disease‖ that almost never impacted children. 

Approximately ZERO children were seriously affected by covid-19. But they certainly 

started dropping like flies with the clot shot. A congressman’s daughter died. Earnest 

Ramirez’s best friend and son is gone forever. 

 Every one of us knows someone or knows about someone who has died suddenly. And 

the stories keep coming. 

 With the drastic rise in the infertility rate we’re seeing we may well have lost an entire 

generation. 

 This is the extinction-level population reduction event the Georgia Guidestones 

warned us about. They told us they wanted to depopulate the planet, that they want to 

decrease the number to around 500 million humans. That is a population reduction of 

approximately 7.5 BILLION human beings — or about eighty-five percent of the human 

beings on planet earth. The global elites engineering this reduction are all heavily 

invested in making that population reduction a reality. 

 And the killer press is complicit. Don’t let their propaganda fool you. We most 

assuredly are NOT in this together. Right along with those who manufactured, mandated, 

invented this murderous technology that delivered all these hundreds of thousands of 

deaths, the press are complicit in the holocaust, as well. 

 When we here at the Stew Peters Network are done, it will be blatantly obvious to 

every American that it is time for a Nuremburg style criminal tribunal to INDICT, 

to TRY and to FRY those who are complicit with pushing the genocide by inoculation 

right alongside the network of Deep State sycophants who perpetrated this mass die off. 

 Many members of the press and their clapping seal politician pals — desperate to get 

air and seem compassionate — are just as culpable in delivering the killer shot as those 

who designed and mandated the mainlining of this poison. 



 Until I take my last breath, I will fiercely push to expose every last one of those devils 

responsible until justice is served. Died Suddenly represents the return volley. On 

Monday, November 21 at 5pm EDT, please join millions of your fellow Americans in 

watching Died Suddenly. StewPeters.comStewPeters.com. 

L. The Invisible War and Takedown of the Cabal from A to Z: Cloning, Synthetic People, 

Organic Robots, Twins, Body Doubles 

 

 Military Tribunals began operating in the U.S. in early 2019, authorized by an 

executive order from President Trump. 

 Subjects such as Treason and Crimes Against Humanity fall under the military's 

jurisdiction and allow for a quick trial in camera, usually resulting in executions or long 

stays in GITMO. 

 It is reported that many public figures are nowadays replaced by clones - doubles. 

Real clones: These are humans grown in test tubes (known as "in vitro") or implanted in 

the womb and have the same genetic makeup as another human. 

Synthetic people: These "people" look exactly like real people, although they are made 

of certain tissues obtained from cattle, for example. 

Organic robot: This is artificial life created in a completely different way than clones or 

synthetic humans. Organic Robotoid technology is used to create the most accurate copies of 

very important people. 

Twins: There is a program that finds twins of prominent people, as well as a program 

that secretly creates identical twins that are separated at birth and never seen again. 

Executed people: have clones and doubles. 

 

 Now that we know that human cloning is real, we can look at some of the most 

obvious clones/ duplicates of famous public figures. These "clones" are merely 

placeholders, to drain the swamp, until society awakens to the point where their crimes 

against humanity can be fully exposed. The clones will expose the original if not 

accepted the so called "Rommel Death" 

 We should keep in mind that any "famous person" could be a clone, a double, an 

actor, a masked person, a holographic image, or a CGI. 

 In following few links you can watch the videos on the topic cloning. This will help 

you to understand and to connect the dots - we are in the endgame and in the last battle 

for the surviving of the human race. That’s fact. Accept it or not, it will not change the 

fact - your ignorance is the power of the enemy and to know what we are facing is the 

basis of this crucial battle for the humanity's existence. 

 Some videos regarding cloning to connect the DOTS. How they make clones. Cloning 

since1918, 1938 they started making Hitler clones. https://rumble.com/v1mrmiw-how-

they-make-clones.-hitlers-clones.-1938-they-started-making-clones....html 

http://stewpeters.com/
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 Designer Babies, Artificial Wombs, Human Cloning, created in the image of the 

Beast: https://rumble.com/v1tjk42--designer-babies-artificial-wombs-human-cloning-

created-in-the-image-of-the.html 

 Robotoid, Cyborgs, AI and Clones: https://rumble.com/v1muaon-robotoys-cyborgs-ai-

and-clones.html 

 Cloning Facilities Exposed: https://rumble.com/v1sbnb6-the-truth-about-cloning-

facilities-exposed-whistleblower-donald-marshall.html 

 Cloning Centers in DUMBS: https://rumble.com/v1jn855-cloning-centers-in-

dumbs.html 

 A Transhumanist Nightmare Human Cloning – CloneAid: 

https://rumble.com/v1mf0mw--a-transhumanist-nightmare-human-cloning-cloneaid.html 

 Human Sleeves, Cloning, Immortality: https://rumble.com/v1mps38-human-sleeves-

cloning-immortality.html 

 Antarctica Underground Cloning Labs — Nazi Human Hybrids — Adrenochrome: 

https://rumble.com/v1m5pu4-redpilling-tour-by-honestwalterwhite-episode-28.html 

 Deep Underground Military Bases, Adrenochrome Harvesting, Cloning Factories: 

https://rumble.com/v1l8515-...-deep-underground-military-bases-adrenochrome-

harvesting-cloning-factori.html 

 Transhumanism Agenda for Eternal Life – Clone Your Body, Upload Your 

Memory: https://rumble.com/v1mf55y-transhumanism-agenda-for-eternal-life-clone-

your-body-upload-your-memory.html 

 ―Terminator‖ Was a Documentary: https://rumble.com/v1qrtbq-terminator-was-a-

documentary...html 

M. Must Watch Videos: 

 

 Mon. 21 Nov. Stew Peters World Premiere: Died Suddenly Film (November 21, 2022) 

— Not for Children | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 21 Nov. SGanon Latest Bombshell: Trump Speech Misdirection!! - Must Video | 

Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 21 Nov. Juan O' Savin with Amy Sever - Major Intel - Interview AFTER Juan's 

Visit to Mar-a-Lago (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 21 Nov. New ShariRaye: The Week to Remember - White Hat Operation to Take 

Out Rothschild Reptilian Families - Nov 2022 | Prophecy | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Mon. 21 Nov. X22 Report: AZ Counties Will Not Certify Election! The World Is 

Fighting Back & Destroying The Cult! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

N. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 
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Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

O. ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities‖ by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

 

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 

to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 

being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

P. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

 

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

 

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
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to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

 

Q. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of November 21, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of November 20, 2022 | Operation Disclosure 

Official 

 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/11/19/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-november-

19-2022/ 
 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of November 18, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 
 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of November 17, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 
 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of November 16, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 
 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of November 15, 2022 | Operation Disclosure 

Official 
 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of November 15, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 
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Restored Republic via a GCR as of November 14, 2022 | Operation Disclosure Official 

 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/11/14/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-november-14-2022/

